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“Minigolf is a cerebral game and has a reputation for being a harder version of golf. Players
are not typically allowed to take shots while the hole is still under construction, and must
instead close their eyes and focus as they swing, aiming to get the ball into the hole in the
precise spot. It’s a tense game, which offers players the chance to strategise while building
their own miniature course. In Mondealy, players control a chubby little character as they
race across eight rounds of the game. Players collect power ups to trigger special effects
that move the course around, warp in opponents and add to the player’s score, or – most
excitingly – build a completely custom course of their own design. Mondealy features over
one hundred different power ups and the ability to add Lego bricks to the course. As with
other minigolf games, players can put their course to the test against other players through
the use of ‘Mondealy’, a leaderboard-based challenge mode.” “The brand new theme of
next week is ‘Have it your way.’ There will be even more Skylanders mixing it up with
Wreck-It Ralph, TRON, Space Squad, and more!” “Players will be able to upgrade their
characters, purchase additional Skylanders figures, and use favorite game items such as
moveable enemies and power spheres. New recruits also join the gameplay through the
Skylanders Boot Camp skill-up move.” “The update, which will be available Tuesday, March
4, features a new story and new quests along with interactable customizations for each
characters.” “In Skylanders Superchargers, more than 30 of the all-time best-selling
characters from the Skylanders Spyro’s Adventure franchise are making their debut,
including a pair of new Skylanders, Boo and Sticky Fingers.” “Speaking of Spyro’s, that little
dragon will be available as a free download starting Monday, January 24.” “Guests will have
the opportunity to purchase double VIP tickets to the Super Bowl 50 festivities at Levi’s
Stadium, including the Super Bowl Kickoff Concert by country music favorite Halsey and a
cocktail reception with Levi’s Stadium CEO and President John Moag, all with access to the
luxury cabana seating area to enjoy the pre-game festivities
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